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Abstract – Mobile RFID is a new application that uses a mobile phone as an RFID reader with wire-

less technology and provides a new valuable service to users by integrating RFID and ubiquitous sen-

sor network infrastructures with mobile communication and wireless Internet. Whereas the mobile 

RFID system has many advantages, privacy violation problems on the reader side are very concerning 

to individuals and researchers. Unlike in regular RFID environments, where the communication chan-

nel between the server and reader is assumed to be secure, the communication channel between the 

backend server and the RFID reader in the mobile RFID system is not assumed to be safe. Therefore it 

has become necessary to devise a new communication protocol that secures the privacy of mobile 

RFID-enabled devices. Recently, Lo et al. proposed a mutual key agreement protocol that secures the 

authenticity and privacy of engaged mobile RFID readers by constructing a secure session key between 

the reader and server. However, this paper shows that this protocol does not meet all of the necessary 

security requirements. Therefore we developed an enhanced mutual key agreement protocol for mobile 

RFID-enabled devices that alleviates these concerns. We further show that our protocol can enhance 

data security and provide privacy protection for the reader in an unsecured mobile RFID environment, 

even in the presence of an active adversary.   
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1. Introduction 
 

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is an automatic 

identification technology that allows remote interrogation 

of the ID data on RFID tags using radio frequency as a 

means of wireless communication between tagged objects 

and RFID readers. RFID technology has many applications, 

including more efficient material handling processes, the 

elimination of manual inventory counts, and the automatic 

detection of empty shelves and expired products in retail 

stores. RFID technology has a number of advantages over 

other identification technologies. It does not require a line-

of-sight alignment, multiple tags can be almost simultane-

ously identified, and the tags do not destroy the integrity or 

aesthetics of the tagged object. The location of tagged ob-

jects can therefore be monitored automatically and con-

tinuously [1]. Recently, RFID technology has converged 

with mobile phone technology at a rapid pace; new appli-

cations are emerging that have begun to show the potential 

benefits of this convergence. Accompanying this conver-

gence, however, are many security and privacy threats for 

mobile RFID-enabled devices. These threats include im-

personation attacks, replay attacks, and the ability to trace 

the communicating parties. In view of such threats, the 

wide-spread adoption of mobile RFID requires proper pro-

tection [2]. Currently, RFID technologies are mainly de-

signed for environments in which the RFID tags are mobile 

and the RFID readers are stationary. Therefore, most re-

search into security and privacy issues has leaned toward 

the RFID tag owners rather than interrogating users carry-

ing an RFID reader [3-8]. In mobile RFID, however, the 

RFID tags are stationary, the readers are mobile, and the 

communication environment is wireless and unsecure. Un-

der this type of infrastructure, handheld devices, such as a 

mobile phone embedded with RFID reader modules, will 

be situated anywhere and operated using many RFID tags 

in various RFID application systems. It is difficult, without 

a novel communication protocol, to secure the privacy of a 

mobile RFID-enabled device. Therefore, there is need for 

new schemes to protect against privacy disclosure threats 

to mobile RFID readers.  

In this paper we present an enhanced mutual key agree-

ment protocol for mobile RFID-enabled devices. The pro-

posed protocol is based on an elliptic curve cryptosystem 

[9-10] and can provide reader anonymity, forward security, 

impersonation resistance, and replay attack resistance in 

unsecure communication environments. In our scheme, a 

reader is embedded into a mobile phone and plays the role 

as a reader with a high computation ability. Even if an ad-

versary eavesdrops on the communication between any two 

parties in the protocol, he/she does not obtain any informa-

tion regarding the involved parties when using this proto-

col. 
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 

2, we describe some of the preliminary work and notations 

that are used throughout this paper. We briefly review and 

cryptanalyze Lo et al.’s protocol and identify its inefficien-

cies in Section 3. In Section 4 we discuss how to overcome 

the inefficiencies of Lo et al.’s protocol by introducing the 

enhanced mutual key agreement protocol. In Section 5 we 

present the analyses that prove our protocol is secure 

against many types of attacks and also show that our proto-

col has a better performance than Lo et al.’s protocol by 

providing a comparison between the two. Finally, we draw 

our conclusions in Section 6. 

 

 

2. Related Works 

 

Many researchers have suggested many techniques to 

solve the problems found in mobile RFID systems [11-14]. 

Many of these studies, however, focused on enhancing the 

privacy and security of the mobile RFID tags and not the 

readers. But security and privacy enhancement on the 

reader side in mobile RFID system is more urgent, because 

the reader is not fixed, allowing anyone possessing the 

mobile device to obtain information from the tagged ob-

jects. In [15], Yang et al. proposed a lightweight dynamic 

identity based RFID authentication scheme to protect both 

the data privacy and the location privacy. However, Yang et 

al.’s scheme neglected the privacy disclosure threat to mo-

bile RFID readers. Kim et al. [16] proposed the MARP 

(Mobile Agent for RFID Privacy Protection) protocol for 

high-level privacy protection. This protocol requires a pub-

lic key center which manages the reader keys, a tag, a 

server, and a proxy. Lo et al. [17] proposed a mutual key 

agreement protocol based on an elliptic curve cryptosystem 

in order to enhance the content security of transmitted mes-

sages and provide entity anonymity to the mobile RFID 

reader. To ensure authenticity and privacy of engaged 

RFID readers during session key construction between the 

reader and server for unsecure wireless channels, Lo et al. 

introduced a trusted third party as the key distribution au-

thority. 

Recently, research in [18] showed that Lo et al.’s proto-

col is weak against insider impersonation attack. As a re-

sult, in this paper, we present an enhanced mutual key 

agreement protocol for mobile RFID enabled devices that 

overcomes the security and privacy weaknesses of Lo et 

al.’s protocol. 

 

2.1 The Basic ECC Operations  

 

First we must briefly introduce the basic mathematical 

operations regarding elliptic curves and the elliptic curve 

Diffie-Hellman key exchange algorithm. The ECC mathe-

matical operations are defined over the elliptic curve 

y2=x3+ax+b, where 4a3+27b2
≠0. All points (x, y) satisfying 

this equation plus a point at infinity lies on the elliptic 

curve. The security of the ECC depends on the difficulty of 

the elliptic curve Discrete Logarithm Problem. For exam-

ple, let E be an elliptic curve defined over a finite field Fq 

and let M ∈ E(Fq ) be a point of order n. Given N ∈ E(Fq ), 

the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem is to find the 

integer l, 0 ≤ l ≤ n − 1, so that N = l.M. Given M and N, it is 

computationally infeasible to obtain l if l is overly large. 

Here, l is called the discrete logarithm of N to the base M, 

making the main operation involved in the elliptic curve 

point multiplication achieved by: 

a) Point addition: for A1= (xA1, yA1) and A2= (xA2, yA2) we 

can find a third point A3= (xA3, yA3) on the curve such that 

A1+A2=A3. 

b) Point doubling: given a point A1= (xA1, yA1) with yA1≠0, 

there exist a point A2= (xA2, yA2) on the curve such that 

A2=2A1. 

 

In our protocol, the Diffie-Hellman elliptic curve proto-

col (see Fig. 1) is used for session key sharing between the 

reader and server.  

 
User A1 User A2 

- Choose dv∈[1, n-1] 

- Compute: Sv= dv G 

- Send (Sv) 
- Receive (Ss) 

- Compute: K= dv Ss= dv ds G 

- Choose ds∈[1, n-1] 

- Compute: Ss= ds G 

- Receive: (Sv) 
- Send (Ss) 

- Compute: K= ds Sv= ds dv G 

Fig. 1. The Diffie-Hellman elliptic curve protocol 

 

2.2 Notations 

 

We assume a field Fq with size q=p, where p is large odd 

prime or q=2m in the case where q is a prime power. G=(kg, 

lg) is the generator of the elliptic curve equation Eq(a, b) 

which is over Fq:k
2=k3+al+b(mod q), where q>3, a, b∊Fq 

and 4a3+27b2≠0(mod q). Two finite points A1=(k1, l1) and 

A2=(k2, l2) with order n, a large prime number, can be found 

in E(Fq), where A1≠O and A2≠O (O denotes infinity). Eq(a, 

b), A1, A2 and G are well known by all participating parties, 

which are the readers, backend server, and the trusted third 

party server in this case. We use the following notations 

throughout this paper:  

 

• Server: backend application Server 

• TTP: trusted third party 

• H( ): one-way hash function  

• Ek(M): denotes the encryption of message M using key 

k 

• Cert (¢): denotes a certificate 

• IDr: the identification of Reader 

• IDs: the identification of Server 

• kauth: the generated shared session key 

• ksr: the private key of Reader 

• kpr: the public key of Reader 

• ks: the public key of the Server 

• kst: the shared symmetric key between Server and TTP 
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• r: a nonce, the corresponding serial number of a gener-

ated key pair Y and X 

• tr1,tr2,tr3: the timestamp instances generated by Reader 

• tr2_last: the timestamp of the last incoming legitimate 

message sent from Reader and stored in Server 

• kt: the public key of TTP, kt=i1A1+i2A2, where i1 and i2 

are randomly selected from the interval [1, n-1] 

• kti: the private key of TTP, kti=(i1, i2), where i1 and i2 

are randomly selected from the interval [1, n-1] (Note: 

kt and kti share the same values of i1 and i2) 

• n1, n2: the random numbers generated at each session 

• Y and X: the generated key pair used to protect the 

identification of a Reader, Y=x1A1+x2A2 and X=(x1, x2), 

where (x1, x2) are randomly selected from the interval 

[1, n-1]  

• Pi: a randomly generated value (p1, p2) as the tempo-

rary pseudonym of an RFID Reader in a pre-defined 

period of time 

• tr1_last: the time stamp of the last incoming legitimate 

message sent from Reader and stored in TTP. 

• ||: the concatenation operation. 

 

 

3. Cryptanalysis of Lo et al.’s Protocol 

 

Recently, Lo et al. proposed a mutual key agreement 

protocol for mobile RFID enabled devices. The goal of 

their protocol is that a mobile RFID reader acquires an 

identity-proved certificate from a trusted third party server 

in such a manner that the reader can communicate with the 

backend application server later with its pseudonym and 

the provable certificate to dynamically generate the session 

key for further message communication.   

 

3.1 Review of Lo et al.’s Protocol 

 

Lo et al. claimed that their protocol, shown in Fig. 2, is 

secure against common attacks even in presence of an ac-

tive adversary in unsecured wireless communication envi-

ronments. Normally in their protocol, a mobile RFID 

reader first requests a provable certificate Cert(X) with the 

legitimate key X from the TTP. When the TTP receives the 

request from the Reader, it generate a pair of keys (Y, X) 

via the elliptic curve cryptosystem and distributes them 

along with their corresponding certificates to the backend 

Server and the requesting Reader, respectively. Once the 

Reader obtains and verifies the secret key X through its 

certificate Cert(X), the Reader generates a pseudonym Pi to 

represent itself for the consequent communication to the 

backend Server instead of using its identification IDr. A 

corresponding certificate Cert(Pi) is also created and 

transmitted to allow the backend Server to validate the 

pseudonym Pi. By exchanging the two sequentially gener-

ated values n1G and n2G, both the backend Server and the 

Reader construct the same authentication session key 

kauth=n1n2G.  

 

Fig. 2. Lo et al.’s mutual key agreement protocol 

 

3.2 An Impersonation Attack on Lo et al.’s Protocol 

 

However, Mtonga and Yoon [18] showed that the proto-

col is weak against insider Reader impersonation attacks. 

An insider attacker who can access IDr and IDs from the 

data base can succeed in impersonating a legal Reader pro-

vided he generates a valid timestamp tr1' > tr1_last and secret 

key kr'. Since tr1' > tr1_last', ciphertext Ekt(IDr||IDs||tr1΄||kr΄) is a 

valid message. This means that the TTP will respond ac-

cordingly. An attacker can successfully access the contents 

of the TTP’s response Ekr(X΄||Cert(X΄)||r΄) by decrypting the 

message using its secrete key kr'. Once an attacker accesses 

r’, he can send Eks(Cert(Pi΄)||r΄||tr2΄),Pi΄, n1΄G to the Server. 

In this manner the attacker can easily wind up with the 

session key kauth’ =n1’n2’G. The whole attack is summarized 

in Fig. 3. 

 

 

Fig. 3. An impersonation attack on Lo et al.’s mutual key 

agreement protocol 

 

 

4. The Enhanced Mutual Key Agreement Protocol 

 

This section introduces an enhanced mutual key agree-

ment protocol used to improve the security of Lo et al.'s 

protocol. The proposed protocol is based on an elliptic 

curve cryptosystem and can provide reader anonymity, 

forward security, impersonation resistance, and replay at-

tack resistance in an unsecured communication environ-

ment. In our protocol, a reader is embedded into a mobile 

phone. We assume that the reader has the computation 

power to perform the elliptic curve cryptography algorithm 

and a large storage capacity, unlike the readers in previous 

RFID systems. Our protocol is a modification of Lo et al.’s 

protocol; it inherits some of the security and computational 

properties of Lo et al.’s protocol. Unlike [17], we introduce 

a public key cryptosystem between the Reader and the TTP. 

In our scheme, even if an adversary eavesdrops on the 

communication between the reader and the TTP, the adver-

sary does not obtain any information regarding the in-

volved parties. The protocol is summarized in Fig. 4. 
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(Note: in Fig. 4 ksr is the private key of the Reader and kpr 

is the public key).  

 

 

Fig. 4. The enhanced mutual key agreement protocol 

 

Step 1: Reader to TTP 

By applying the asymmetric elliptic curve encryption 

operation [19] and using the TTP public key, the Reader 

protects its identity IDr, identity of intended Sever IDs, and 

valid (current) timestamp tr1, and sends the message 

Ekt(IDr||IDs||tr1) to the TTP.  

 

Step 2: TTP to Reader Server 

Upon receiving the cipher from the Reader, the TTP 

evaluates the validity of IDr, IDs, and tr1. If tr1>tr1_last, it 

implies that the message is fresh, whereas if tr1<tr1_last, it 

implies that the message was already received in a previous 

session, thereby overcoming a replay attack. Once the re-

ceived message is validated, via one-way hash function and 

elliptic curve computations, the TTP does the following:  

• Generates a secrete key pair X=(x1, x2) and Y= 

x1A1+x2A2 and random value Rt=i1A1+i2A2, with (x1, x2) 

and (i1, i2) randomly selected from [1, n-1].  

• Computes f=H(Y, Rt), f ’=H(X, Rt) 

• Construct certificates Cert(Y)=(f, Vf1,Vf2) and Cert(X)= 

(f ’, Vf2, Vf2’). Where: 

 

Vf1 = i1+f(mod n) 

Vf1' = i1+f ’(mod n) 

Vf2 = i2+f(mod n) 

Vf2’ = i2+f ’(mod n) 

 

The TTP then sends cipher texts Ekst(Y||Cert(Y) ||r) and 

Ekpr(X||Cert(X) ||r) to the Server and Reader, respectively, 

where r is only the serial number of the generated key pair 

(X, Y). Finally, through a one way hash function, the TTP 

updates the stored time stamp as tr1_last=tr1. 

When the Reader and Server receive their corresponding 

messages from the TTP, they decrypt the message and 

validate secret keys X and Y using the corresponding cer-

tificates, Cert(X) for the Reader and Cert(Y) for the Server. 

To validate secret key X, the Reader makes the following 

computations:  

 

• Computes transient value W’ using values from Cert(X) 

and known elliptic curve points A1 and A2 as: 

W’ = Vf1’A1+Vf2’A2–f ’(A1+A2) 

 = (i1+f ’(mod n))A1+(i2+f ’(mod n))f ’(A1+A2) 

 = A1i1+f ’A1+i2A2+f ’A2–f ’A1–f’A2 

 = A1i1+i2A2 

 

• Checks whether the equation f ’ = H(X, W’) holds. If 

the condition holds, then it means X is valid. 

Similarly, Server also validates Y  by: 

 

• Calculating transient value W as: 

 

W = Vf1A1+Vf2A2–f(A1+A2) 

   = (i1+f(mod n))A1+(i2+f(mod n))A2–fA1-fA2 

    = i1A1+fA1+i2A1+fA2-fA1-fA2 

    = i1A1+i2A2 

 

• Checking if the condition f = H(Y, W) holds. If the con-

dition holds, it means Y is valid. 

 

Step 3: Reader to Server 

After validating X, Reader then carries out the following 

computations: 

• Generates pseudonym Pi=(p1, p2) which it uses to iden-

tify itself as a message destination in the future com-

munication with the Server.  

• Computes transient value Rs=e1A1+e2A2 where (e1,e2) is 

randomly selected from [1, n-1]. 

• Constructs a certificate Cert(Pi)=(f ’’, Vf1’’, Vf2’’) so that: 

 

f ’’=H(Pi, Rs) 

Vf1’’=e1+x1f ’’(mod n) 

Vf2’’=e2+x2f ’’(mod n)  

 

• Generates value n1G as a contribution for the session 

key kauth construction where n1 is randomly selected 

from [1, n-1].  

The Reader then utilizes the Server’s public key to enci-

pher message Eks(Cert(Pi) ||r||tr2), Pi, n1G and sends it to the 

Server. 

 

Step 4: Server to Reader 

When the Server receives the incoming message, it de-

crypts the cipher text and retrieves the certificate Cert(Pi), 

serial number r and timestamp tr2. The Server then: 

• Checks if r corresponds to the received key Y from TTP 

and  

• Verifies pseudonym Pi with Cert(Pi) by checking if the 

condition f ’’ =H(Pi, W’’) holds: 

 

W’’ = Vf1’’A1+Vf2’’A2–f ’’Y  

   = (e1+x1f ’’(mod n))A1+(e2+x2f ’’(mod n))A2 

       – f’’x1A1–f ’’x2A2 

   = e1A1+x1f ’’A1+e2A2+x2f ’’A2–f’’x1A1–f ’’x2A2 

   = e1A1+e2A2 

 

The Server uses timestamp tr2 to control against replay 
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attacks. If tr2<tr2_last it means that the received message is 

valid, whereas if tr2<tr2_last, it means that the message was 

received in a previous interaction, so the Server does not 

respond. If the received message is valid, Server generates 

n2 from [1, n-1], computes n2G and authentication key 

kauth=n2n1G. With the session key computed, the Server 

uses kauth to encrypt tr2 and sends the message Ekauth(tr2), 

n2G, Pi to the Reader. Finally, the Server updates tr2_last=tr2. 

When the Reader receives the message from the Server, 

it uses Pi to identify itself as the message destination and 

computes kauth=n2n1G, which it uses to decrypt and check if 

tr2 is the same as the one it generated. The established ses-

sion key kauth is maintained and will be used to encrypt and 

decrypt the messages between the Reader and Server in the 

normal operations of the RFID based systems. 

 

Step 5: Reader to tag, tag to Reader and Reader to 

Server 

With the session key established, the Reader can now in-

teract with a tag by sending a challenge to the tag. When 

the tag responds, the Reader retrieves the pseudonym Pi 

and corresponding certificate Cert (Pi) and utilizes current 

session key kauth to encrypt Cert (Pi), serial number r, cur-

rent timestamp tr3, and the tag’s response value. After enci-

phering the message, the Reader sends the cipher text 

Ekauth(Cert(Pi) ||r||tr3||tag response), Pi to the Server. When 

the Server receives this message, it retrieves the current 

session key kauth based on the received pseudonym Pi and 

decrypts the cipher text to obtain the certificate 

Cert(Pi),serial number r, current time stamp tr3, and the 

response from the tag. According to the retrieved serial 

number r, the Server can find the corresponding secret key 

Y to verify pseudonym Pi with Cert (Pi). The Server also 

checks timestamp tr3 to prevent a replay attack. If the veri-

fied message is valid, the Server trusts that the tag’s re-

sponse came from the authenticated Reader even though 

the Reader does not reveal its real identity. With the 

Reader accepted, the Server can now perform secure com-

munication accordingly [19, 20]. 

 

 

5. Analysis 

 

In this section, we describe several common attacks ap-

plicable to mobile RFID systems. We also show how the 

proposed protocol resists these attacks. 

 

5.1 Security Analysis 

 

a) Impersonation Attack 

In this type of attack, the attacker impersonates a legiti-

mate user and forges the authentication message using the 

information obtained from the sessions. In unsecured 

communication environments, an attacker can intercept the 

transmitted messages and try to impersonate any legal 

party in the protocol, however, without the knowledge of 

secrete key kst, private key ksr and kti, the attacker cannot 

obtain any information from the encrypted messages. In 

addition, for an insider attacker who can access identities 

IDr and IDs from the data base and wants to carry out an 

insider impersonation attack, if he/she can successfully 

generate valid timestamp tr1’>tr1_last and send 

Ekt(IDr||IDs||tr1’) to TTP, he/she cannot decrypt the response 

Ekpr(Rc||Cert(Rc) ||r) from TTP due to the public key crypto-

system between the Reader and the TTP. Therefore, our 

protocol is secure against impersonation attacks. 

 

b) Replay Attack 

This is an attack in which a valid data transmission is 

maliciously or fraudulently repeated or delayed. In the pre-

sented protocol above, the timestamp generated at each 

session can be used to detect this type of attack. Suppose 

an attacker succeeds to capture Ekt(IDr||IDs||tr1) and try to 

resend at time t*:  

• If t*>tr1=tr1_last  then the TTP responds  

• If t*<tr1= tr1_last, TTP aborts the session  

In our protocol all of the parties in the scheme maintain 

the time stamps of the last successful processed legitimate 

message. Upon receiving a message from the Reader, the 

TTP and Server always first decrypt and check to see if the 

value of the received timestamp is less than or greater than 

the stored value; if the timestamp is less than the stored 

value, then a replay attack is detected. Also, an attacker has 

no access to secret key kst and private keys kti, ksr, and kauth, 

therefore he/she cannot access the timestamps encrypted 

with these keys. This makes it almost impossible for an 

attacker to counterfeit a legitimate message and spoof any 

party in the scheme. As such, the protocol is secure against 

replay attacks. 

 

c) Forward Security 

The forward-security property means that even if the ad-

versary obtains the current secret key, he still cannot derive 

the keys used for past time periods. In the protocol, the 

session key generation processes involves a randomly gen-

erated n1 and n2 and so are one-time valid for each session. 

Therefore, even if the Reader is compromised during ses-

sion j, the attacker cannot derive previous authentication 

session keys without knowledge of the n1 and n2 generated 

in the previous session. 

 

d) Session Key Security 

If an attacker can intercept message 3 and 4 in the proto-

col, and get n1G and n2G, he/she cannot succeed in comput-

ing session key kauth=n1n2G without knowledge of random 

values n1 and n2 because of the hardness of the ECDLP [10].  

 

e) Reader Anonymity and Un-traceability 

The anonymity property implies that the real identity of 

Reader IDr must be unknown. Un-traceability means that 

the equality or inequality of two Readers must be impossi-

ble to determine. In our protocol, no one except the TTP 
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acquires the true identity of a Reader. At the same time, a 

distinct enciphered message is generated for each session 

before the Reader sends it as a request to the TTP. This 

ensures that IDr remains anonymous to all parties except 

the TTP. To identify itself as message recipient, each 

Reader uses the pseudonym Pi instead of its true identity 

IDr. This means, the Server only recognizes the pseudonym 

Pi. This ensures the anonymity of the Reader. To ensure 

un-traceability, the pseudonym Pi and Cert(Pi) can be made 

one-time valid.  

 

5.2 Performance Analysis 

 

The differences between Lo et al.’s mutual key agree-

ment and our modified mutual key agreement protocols are 

summarized in terms of security, privacy and computa-

tional feasibility on the Reader side in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Performance Comparisons of Le et al.’s Protocol 

and Proposed Protocol 

                Protocols 
Attacks and  

Properties 

Lo et al.’s MKA 
Protocol 

Proposed MKA  
Protocol 

Replay attack Yes Yes 

Forward security Yes Yes 

Anonymity & non-repudiation Yes Yes 

Impersonation attack No Yes 

Computation overload for  

reader 
No Yes 

Session key security Yes Yes 

 

 

6. Conclusion 

 

Recently, RFID technology has been rapidly converging 

with mobile phone technology, and new applications are 

emerging that begin to show the potential benefit of this 

convergence. With this convergence, many security and 

privacy threats for mobile RFID-enabled devices have be-

come evident. Therefore, when designing a secure mobile 

RFID protocol, one must always consider protection 

against these security threats. In this paper we present a 

protocol that provides for secure session key generation 

between mobile RFID-Reader-equipped phones and a 

Server. Our protocol is secure against the common security 

threats found in mobile RFID, such as impersonation at-

tacks, replay attacks, the tracing of communicating parties, 

and preserves Reader privacy in unsecured wireless com-

munication environments. We have also shown that our 

protocol is computationally feasible for the Reader since 

the Reader inner protocol only needs to concatenate three 

parameters before sending the request unlike Lo et al.’s 

protocol where the Reader concatenates four message en-

tries. 
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